
Series MD Mechanical Dock Levelers 
Performance through design 
Quality through construction 
 

The Pentalift Series MD Mechanical Dock Leveler is designed 
and built to provide superior product value through prolonged, 
trouble-free performance. Its semi-automatic operation requires 
no manual lifting. The Pentalift Series MD Mechanical Dock 
Leveler is operated by a simple pull chain release at the rear of 
the deck. All Pentalift dock levelers are factory tested before 
shipping. 

Operation 

When the operator pulls the release ring located at the rear of 
the deck, the deck rises to its full height. During the upward 
deck motion, the lip automatically extends into position. The 
operator then "walks" the deck down until the extended lip 
rests on the truck/trailer bed. The deck floats over the entire 
operating range to accommodate the movement of the 
truck/trailer suspension. All Pentalift Series MD Mechanical 
Dock Levelers use the patented Easy-Float hold-down 
assembly. After truck/trailer departure, the lip automatically 
retracts behind the dock bumpers. 
 

Easy-Float Hold-Down Assembly 

The Easy-Float hold-down assembly ensures stress-free 
operation. The Easy-Float hold-down assembly can be released 
from any position with a minimal release force of 8 lb. Contact 
between the lip and truck/trailer bed is guaranteed since the 
Easy-Float hold-down automatically compensates for the up 
and down movement of the truck/trailer suspension. 
 
Model Number Selection (in nominal feet) 
Model*  Width                  Length  
MD66__     6.0'      6.0' 
MD68__     6.0'      8.0' 
MD610__     6.0'    10.0' 
MD656__     6.5'      6.0' 
MD658__        6.5'      8.0' 
MD6510__     6.5'    10.0' 
MD76__     7.0'      6.0' 
MD78__     7.0'      8.0' 
MD710__     7.0'    10.0' 
*Models available in rated capacities of 25,000 to 50,000 lb. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Specifications 

Mechanical Dock Leveler(s) to be Pentalift model MD_______ 
as manufactured by Pentalift Equipment Corporation. Nominal 
deck size of ____' wide x ____' long and a rated capacity of 
_______ lb. The lip length will be 16". Dock Leveler(s) to be 
semi-automatic with no manual lifting required. The hold-down 
assembly is to be the Easy-Float design requiring a maximum 
of only 8 lb. of release force. The Easy-Float hold-down 
assembly is to maintain lip contact with the truck/trailer bed by 
allowing the deck to float with the suspension of the 
truck/trailer. A high strength, braided nylon strap is to be used 
to connect the deck and frame assemblies and to absorb shock 
loads. All adjustments are to be conveniently located at the 
front of the Dock Leveler(s). The lip is to retract if impacted 
during truck/trailer positioning. The lip hinge is to be full 
width, piano style with a full width hinge pin. The lip hinge is 
to be welded to a minimum 8" high headboard. The rear hinge 
is to be a full width, fixed style. The deck design shall provide 
4" of lateral deck compensation for canted truck/trailer beds. 
Dock Leveler(s) to be equipped with operating range toe 
guards, night lock and a maintenance stand. Two molded 
rubber bumpers will be provided. Dock leveler(s) to have 
Pentalift gray finish. 
 

Dock Leveler To Be Equipped With The Following 
Available Options (Specify): 

 
q pour-in-place installation style 
q mechanical fallsafe with below level control 
q below level control 
q weatherseal (rubber or brush) 
q Easy Sweep frame design 
q full range toe guards 
q lip hinge grease fittings 
q foam insulated deck  
q 18" lip length 
q 20" lip length 

 
 
 
Refer to Product Bulletin D001 for more detailed information. 
Consult a Pentalift Sales Representative for additional 
information or equipment recommendations. 
 
Note: Some photos may reflect products with optional features. All 
Pentalift Equipment products are subject to design improvement 
through modifications without notice. 
 
 
 
PENTALIFT EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 
Phone: (519) 763-3625  Fax: (519) 763-2894  
Website: www.pentalift.com 
E-mail: dock@pentalift.com  
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Series MC Mechanical Dock Levelers 
Performance through design 
Quality through construction 
 

The Pentalift Series MC Mechanical Dock Leveler is designed 
and built to provide superior product value through prolonged, 
trouble-free performance. Its semi-automatic operation requires 
no manual lifting. The Pentalift Series MC Mechanical Dock 
Leveler is operated by a simple pull chain release at the rear of 
the deck. All Pentalift dock levelers are factory tested before 
shipping. 

Operation 

When the operator pulls the release ring located at the rear of 
the deck, the deck rises to its full height. During the upward 
deck motion, the lip automatically extends into position. The 
operator then "walks" the deck down until the extended lip 
rests on the truck/trailer bed. The deck floats over the entire 
operating range to accommodate the movement of the 
truck/trailer suspension. All Pentalift Series MC Mechanical 
Dock Levelers use the patented Easy-Float hold-down 
assembly. After truck/trailer departure, the lip automatically 
retracts behind the dock bumpers. 
 

Easy-float Hold-Down Assembly 

The Easy-Float hold-down assembly ensures stress-free 
operation. The Easy-Float hold-down assembly can be released 
from any position with a minimal release force of 8 lb. Contact 
between the lip and truck/trailer bed is guaranteed since the 
Easy-Float hold-down automatically compensates for the up 
and down movement of the truck/trailer suspension. 
 
Model Number Selection (in nominal feet) 
Model*  Width                  Length  
MC6630      6.0'      6.0' 
MC6830      6.0'      8.0' 
MC61030     6.0'    10.0' 
MC65630     6.5'      6.0' 
MC65830        6.5'      8.0' 
MC651030     6.5'    10.0' 
MC7630      7.0'      6.0' 
MC7830      7.0'      8.0' 
MC71030     7.0'    10.0' 
*Models available in rated capacity of 30,000 lb. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Specifications 

Mechanical Dock Leveler(s) to be Pentalift model MC_____30 
as manufactured by Pentalift Equipment Corporation. Nominal 
deck size of ____' wide x ____' long and a rated capacity of 
30,000 lb. The lip length will be 16". Dock Leveler(s) to be 
semi-automatic with no manual lifting required. The hold-down 
assembly is to be the Easy-Float design requiring a maximum 
of only 8 lb. of release force. The Easy-Float hold-down 
assembly is to maintain lip contact with the truck/trailer bed by 
allowing the leveler to float with the suspension of the 
truck/trailer. A high strength, braided nylon strap is to be used 
to connect the deck and frame assemblies and to absorb shock 
loads. All adjustments are to be conveniently located at the 
front of the Dock Leveler(s). The lip is to retract if impacted 
during truck/trailer positioning. The lip hinge is to be full 
width, piano style with a full width hinge pin. The lip hinge is 
to be welded to a minimum 8" high headboard. The rear hinge 
is to be a full width, fixed style. The deck design shall provide 
4" of lateral deck compensation for canted truck/trailer beds. 
Dock Leveler(s) to be equipped with operating range toe 
guards, night lock and a maintenance stand. Two molded 
rubber bumpers will be provided. Dock Leveler(s) to have 
Pentalift gray finish. 
 

Dock Leveler To Be Equipped With The Following 
Available Options (Specify): 

 
q pour-in-place installation style 
q mechanical fallsafe with below level control 
q below level control 
q weatherseal (rubber or brush) 
q Easy Sweep frame design 
q full range toe guards 
q lip hinge grease fittings 
q foam insulated deck  
q 18" lip length 
q 20" lip length 

 
 
 
 
Consult a Pentalift Sales Representative for additional 
information or equipment recommendations. 
 
Note: Some photos may reflect products with optional features. All 
Pentalift Equipment products are subject to design improvement 
through modifications without notice. 
 
 
 
 
PENTALIFT EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 
Phone: (519) 763-3625  Fax: (519) 763-2894  
Website: www.pentalift.com 
E-mail: dock@pentalift.com  
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